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CONSTRUCTION
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THE DESIGN
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Workers install Miramesh™ GR lined gabion baskets in trench
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The baskets effectively dam water, allowing sediment to drop out
upstream.
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allowing the sediment to drop out
upstream.
Post-construction, the
™
Miramesh would prevent the top soil from
escaping the baskets, all while aesthetically
pleasing with its natural green color. Longterm, the grass will grow thick and full, creating a stable root network with the
Miramesh™ fabric.

PERFORMANCE
The Miramesh™ lined gabion baskets have
performed well, as expected, slowing the
velocity of water and preventing erosion of
the sandy soil. Grass has already begun to
grow outward through the Miramesh™, creating a strong vegetated network that
blends in with the native surroundings. The
Railroad Commission has inspected and
approved the gabion system. At last it
seems there is a viable “green” solution for
channel erosion at the Big Brown Mine.

Miramesh™ GR forms strong, stable network with vegetation.

Miramesh™ GR provides a “green” solution that blends with native vegetation.
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